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ABSTRACT
The sharply peaked comb structure that arises from a mode-locked cavity is usually explained in terms of the
superposition of monochromatic waves with integer wavelength multiples of the round trip of the cavity. How-
ever, the non interaction (or non interference) of waves implies that these wave-fields cannot sum themselves
to reorganize either their amplitudes or their energies. The summation has to be carried out either by a non-
linear medium whose output involves the wave-mixing and/or it is performed by the detector. The output of
a femtosecond Titanium Sapphire oscillator is analyzed with the above mentioned framework in mind. The
spectrum is obtained in mode-locked and non mode-locked operation via a grating spectrometer for different
cavity detunnings. The time dependence is measured via a fast photo-diode to record the repetition rate. A
frequency resolved optical gating (FROG) device is used to resolve the temporal shape of the femtosecond pulses.
The data is examined from two viewpoints: The superposition process is carried out (a) by the filed amplitudes
themselves, or (b) by some interacting material dipoles.

1. INTRODUCTION
We have been taught to represent the beat phenomenon due to superposition of two plane monochromatic waves
with slightly different frequencies. In the mathematical description, the sum of two waves is rewritten as a new
resultant field oscillating at the average frequency modulated by a slowly varying mean of the difference frequency.
If a large number of waves with the same absolute phase are added with periodically shifted frequencies, the
amplitude envelope becomes a periodically peaked train of temporal pulses. with the E-vector oscillating at
the mean of all the superposed wave frequencies. This description, known as mode locking, is invoked for all
mode locked lasers. However, little regard is given to the underlying physical mechanism that carries out the
superposition (summation) process to re-group the filed amplitudes and energies. The existence of two collinear
propagating or crossing fields in a given space-time region, say E1 (r, t) , E2 (r, t) is not identical, as it is often
assumed, to the sum of the two fields in such a region as E1 (r, t) + E2 (r, t). This is because there is no allowed
force of interaction between propagating wave fields in the linear regime of the wave-supporting tension field. In
this way, the sum of constant amplitude waves with different frequencies gives rise to a sequence of pulses.

In a laser cavity, modes exist within the frequency span where the medium gain exceeds the cavity losses.
If the spectral broadening is homogeneous, the amplitude of one or a few modes grow at the expense of all the
other cavity modes. On the other hand, if the broadening is inhomogeneous, many modes coexist since they
interact with different populations in the medium.

Mode locking is achieved if the arbitrary constant phase of all monochromatic waves is made equal. Three
mechanisms are invoked in laser cavities to attain this purpose: active feedback - pumping, intra-cavity saturable
absorber and self mode-locking via self focusing.1 In Ti:Sa oscillators, self mode-locking is the mechanism respon-
sible for pulse generation. It is achieved via Kerr lens mode-locking (KLM). Kerr refractive index modulation
is a third order nonlinear process where the refractive index is proportional to the intensity of the incoming
beam n = n0 + n2I. The cavity is tuned so that self focusing of the more intense beam profile is favored.
The resultant high intensity that is experienced, or absorbed, by an interacting nonlinear medium is due to its
squared, cubic, etc., response to the resultant (or the sum) of all the simultaneously induced dipole undulations
by all the individual electric fields.

The two novel ingredients in this analysis are:
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• The non-interaction of waves in the absence of any interacting material medium2

• The energy content arising from the complementary fields description of waves

The complementary fields approach to wave phenomena requires the existence of two fields that establish a
dynamical balance between two forms of energy. The energy content of the wave goes from one field to the
other and back such that the total energy is constant for an infinite wave-train. For mechanical waves, the two
complementary fields correspond to the kinetic and potential energies proportional to the square velocity and
square position respectively. For electromagnetic waves, the complementary fields correspond to the electric
and magnetic fields. The formalism attempts to address two issues: i) a representation that avoids taking time
averages and hence is suitable to describe ultrafast phenomena and ii) a description that gives a clearer picture
of the apparent redistribution of energy when waves are superimposed.

Absorption of energy from EM waves when carried out by quantum energy level transitions (molecular,
atomic or nuclear), requires a time period of at least one cycle or more by the dipole to ascertain its "quantum
compatibility" with the LINEAR dipole amplitude-amplitude stimulation, before the quantum transition can be
consummated with an energy transfer proportional to the square of the field. This cycle time averaging is built
into the quantum mechanical recipe for energy transfer as the square modulus of the induced complex dipole
stimulation. A photographic plate or an electronic LCR circuit associated with a photo detector imposes a
longer integration time (exposure), and hence time "averages" the measured results. Of these, the first QM time
averaging is intrinsic. The second instrumental time averaging is controllable as in picosecond streak cameras.

This state of affairs changes dramatically if the field strength becomes comparable with the field strength
between the atomic nucleus and the electron. That is, the dipole field between opposite charges that keeps the
electron bound to the atom. This condition, referred to as above threshold ionization (ATI) was first explored
with picosecond pulsed lasers.3 Much higher field intensities have been obtained in the femtosecond regime.4
Furthermore, with carrier envelope phase (CEP) stabilization it has become possible to eject electrons from an
atom within half a cycle.5

2. ENERGY CONTENT
Energy is a scalar conserved quantity. In different areas of physics scalar conservation equations are pursued in
order to evaluate the energy in terms of the quantities that describe the system. In electromagnetic phenomena,
Poynting’s theorem provides such a conservation equation. However, the conservation equation obtained either
from Maxwell’s equations or the wave equation is not unique. The choice of Poynting’s conservation equation as
representing the electromagnetic energy is to some extent arbitrary and not exempt of counterintuitive predictions
[6, p.27-6].

Another conservation equation derived from the wave equation is obtained by invoking the two linearly
independent solutions.7 These two wave solutions are referred to as the complementary fields. The energy
content of an electromagnetic wave with electric field amplitude a (r, t) and phase s (r, t) in this formalism is
proportional to [7, eqs.(24)-(25)]

E = ψ(⊥)
ρ = a2 (r, t)

∂s (r, t)
∂t

. (1)

This quantity represents the energy exchange between the two complementary fields. Whereas the flow is
proportional to

S⊥ = � ψ(⊥)
ρ = a2 (r, t) ∇s (r, t) , (2)

where � ψ
(⊥)
ρ represents the flow of the assessed quantity ψ

(⊥)
ρ .For a plane monochromatic wave (labeled with

subindex j), the amplitude is constant aj (r, t) = aj and the phase is linear in the time and space variables
sj (r, t) = kj · r − ωjt, where the wave vector kj and the angular frequency ωj are constant. The assessed
quantities (1) and (2)are then also constant

E ∝ ψ(⊥)
ρ = a2

jωj , S⊥ = a2
jkj . (3)
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Two issues should be highlighted, the frequency dependence of the energy density and the fact that no cycle
averages have been performed. The linear frequency dependence means that when summing up over the phase
locked monochromatic fields there is a frequency weighing factor. On the other hand, since no cycle averages are
performed the energy density gives the instantaneous energy content of the wave-field.

In contrast, the usual density and flux radiometric quantities developed in the Walther, Marchand and Wolf
(WMW) formulation8 are

EWMW = 1
2

1
v2

(
∂ψ

∂t

)2
+ 1

2
∇ψ · ∇ψ, SWMW = −∂ψ

∂t
∇ψ. (4)

For a plane wave, the WMW energy density and flow are

EWMW =

(
a2

j

v2 ω2
j

)
sin2 (kj · r − ωjt) , SWMW = a2

jωj sin2 (kj · r − ωjt) kj ; (5)

These quantities are time dependent and cycle averages are necessary9 to obtain meaningful quantities.

2.1 Superposition of fields
The energy content of the sum of two or more fields is not equal to the sum of their individual energies but in
the case of incoherent superposition. Phase locked laser operation implies a coherent superposition of waves with
a well defined phase relationship. The waves have frequencies separated by the cavity round trip time inverse.
Each mode has the form

Ej = Aei(ω0t+jδω t),

where δω is the frequency separation between modes and the amplitude of each mode has been considered
constant for simplicity.

2.1.1 Sum of energies
Consider the fields to coexist in a certain region of space-time but there is no element that allow for the mixing
of the fields, that is, the fields do not sum up.

The energy content of the jth wave from (3) is

Ej = A2 (ω0 + jδω)

since the modes are equally spaced by ωj = ω0 + jδω and aj = A. If the waves are not added, the total energy
is equal to the sum of energies of each monochromatic wave

mf∑
j=mi

Ej =
mf∑

j=mi

A2 (ω + jδω) = (mf − mi + 1) A2
(

ω +
(

mf + mi

2

)
δω

)
,

that can be written as

Etot =
mf∑

j=mi

Ej = mtotA
2

(
ω + �ω

2

)
(6)

where mi = 1, mf = mtot, the initial mode is one and the final mode equals the total number of modes mtot.
The medium bandwidth gain is �ω = (mtot + 1) δω. Notice that the total energy as well as the energy of each
mode are time independent.
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2.1.2 Coherent sum of fields
The sum of mtot waves traveling in the same direction (labeled with subindex ⇒) with amplitude A in complex
notation is

G⇒eiγ⇒ =
mf∑

j=mi

Aei(ωt+jδω t), (7)

where δω = 2πδυ, mi is the initial mode and mf is the final mode. Carrying out the summation

G⇒eiγ⇒ = A
sin

(
(mf −mi+1)δω t

2

)
sin

(
δω t

2
) exp

[
i

(
ωt + (mf + mi)

2
δω t

)]
(8)

The amplitude is now time dependent with a periodicity δω t
2 = 2πb where b is an integer. The amplitude maxima

are obtained from L’hopital rule, the magnitude is

G⇒max = A
cos

(
mtotδω t

2
)

cos
(

δω t
2

) mtotδω
2

δω
2

∣∣∣∣∣
δω t

2 =2π

= Amtot (9)

The energy content of the sum from (1) is

E = A2

[
sin

(
mtotδω t

2
)

sin
(

δω t
2

)
]2

ω.

where the mean mode angular frequency is ω = ω + mtot+1
2 δω. The energy of the sum of waves is now time

dependent and sharply peaked at δω t = 2πb.
This result does not imply that there has been an energy redistribution in time. It does mean that a device or

entity capable of responding to the sum of the fields, such as a free electric charge, will detect a large amplitude at
the peaks. Outside this region, it will detect an amplitude approximately 1/mtot lower. However, if the detector
is not capable of summing up the field contributions, such as an atomic system with a very narrow absorption
band, (say narrower than the separation between modes). This system will detect only one field whose amplitude
is time independent provided that the field strength is much lower than the nuclear field exerted on the electron.

Therefore, depending on the detector, the field is only partially detected. The field that is not absorbed or
seen by the detector is dark energy for that material realization.

The key point is that summation of complex field amplitudes as represented in eq. (7), while mathematically
correct, does not happen in the absence of a material medium. So, the sum on its own does not represent a
physical process in our observable world. However, when one multiplies each of the fields with the appropriate
susceptibility term (linear or higher order) for a particular interacting medium, then the sum-operation represents
a physical reality. Because the polarized oscillating dipoles are now executing this resultant dipole undulation
and experiencing an intensity which is the square modulus of the sum of all the dipole stimulations. This
is particularly true when passing from eq. (7) to eq. (8) where the actual sum has been evaluated. Recall
that Maxwell’s wave equation accepts a linear sum of all possible harmonic waves. However, this means that
simultaneous propagation of multitudes of waves within the same volume is allowed as long as the energy content
of all the fields does not alter the linearity of the medium.

3. GENERATION AND DETECTION SYSTEM
The characterization of a Ti:Sa oscillator was made in the time and frequency domains. The Ti:Sa laser used is
a 200 mW system produced by Quantronix∗.
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Figure 1: Pulse train from oscillator measured with electronic amplified signal from internal photo-diode (blue
large peaks) and external avalanche Hamamatsu photo-diode (red smaller signal) without amplification.
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Figure 2: Oscillator spectra with (broad spectrum centered at 770.66 nm) and without (sharp peak) mode
locking. The ML spectrum is centered at 816.60 nm, �F W HM = 841.35 − 790.72 = 50.63 nm.

3.1 Titanium sapphire oscillator characterization
The cavity round trip time was measured from the repetition rate detected with two different fast photo-diodes.
The oscilloscope trace is shown in figure 1. The measured round trip time was τ = 12.90 ± 0.02 ns and the
corresponding frequency is δν = 1/τ = 77.5 ± 0.1 MHz. The mode separation in wavelength units is then

δλ = −λ2

c
δν = −

(
8 × 10−7)2

3 × 108 77.5 × 106 = 1.653 × 10−13m.

3.2 Frequency spectrum
A 2.4 nm resolution linear diode array spectrometer† was used to monitor the pulse train spectra. Different
spectra for a slit position placed between the back end cavity mirror and the second compensating prism is
shown in figure 3. The cavity, as seen from the graphs can be tuned from 740 nm to 845 nm but the efficiency
diminishes for longer wavelengths. A 0.05 nm resolution scanning spectrometer‡ was also used to monitor the
pulse train spectra§. The spectra taken with this latter spectrometer with and without mode locking operation
are shown in figure 2. When the single frequency modes are not in phase, the modes with higher gain experience
amplification. Since the broadening is homogeneous, all or almost all the energy is taken by these few modes
with highest gain. Hence the sharp peak in frequency. In contrast, when the modes begin with the same phase

∗Ti-Light-200 pumped by frequency doubled Nd:YVO4
†Avantes 2048
‡Czerny Turner 50 cm focal length, Pacific Instruments.
§Nonetheless spectrometers do not resolve the 0.000165 nm wavelength separation. A multiple fringe interferometer

such as a Fabry-Perot would be necessary for this purpose.
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Figure 3: Oscillator pulse train spectra as a function of slit translation (S-T). 3a) At higher micrometer readings
the slit is blocking most part of the beam frequencies on the red side. 3b) Does not exhibit any change in the
spectrum since the beam is not blocked by the slit. 3c) For lower micrometer readings most part of the beam
blue frequencies are blocked. 3d) Narrow bandwidths when laser is hardly mode locking.

at a given time, the oscillating dipole charge responds to the addition of the field amplitudes. This amplitude is
very large and is further enhanced by stimulated emission giving rise to a sharp peak in time and consequently
a broad frequency spectrum. The power output was measured with a thermopile broadband detector¶. This
detector insures that all radiation is absorbed but it has a slow response time. In ML operation, typical power
output is 200 mW whereas non ML operation gives somewhat less power between 150 and 190 mW depending
on mirror cavity tunning.

A typical bandwidth, as seen on 3B is �λ =30 nm, so that the number of participating modes is

mtot = �λ

δλ
= 30

0.000165
= 181, 488.

The spectra in figure 3 look continuous rather than discrete because the spectrometer cannot resolve the mode
separation. The cavity is tuned to a center frequency between 740 and 850 nm by blocking part of the beam
spectrum. The beam frequencies are spatially separated by two prisms with their apex on opposite sides. The
first one produces a divergent beam in the usual dispersive fashion whereas the second prism collimates the beam
while keeping the frequency components separated. It is here, between this second prism and the cavity rear
mirror where a slit is placed to crop the beam. The purpose of this pair of prisms is to compensate the group
velocity dispersion (GVD) introduced by the Ti:Sa crystal. In this way, minimum dispersion is obtained within
the cavity and the shortest pulses in time are obtained.

The spectrometer integration time was set to 300.00 ms so that it involved the average of 2.5 × 107 pulses.
Since the measured oscillator power is 200 mW, as mentioned before, the energy per pulse is

Epulse−osc = 200 mWs

77.5 × 106 = 2.58 nJ.

¶thermal sensor, Ophir 3A
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(b) Streak camera intensity time profile.
Figure 4: Streak camera image and graph of Ti:Sa oscillator pulses. The sweep rate is 5 ns/mm, 100 ns full
sweep (small background bumps are due to pulse detection during back-trace). In vertical direction the streak
image shows a transverse beam spatial direction and the horizontal direction represents the time axis.

This nanojoule energy together with the fast repetition rate make it very difficult to measure single pulse oscillator
spectra. This situation changes with the 1kHz chirped pulse amplified output where the energy per pulse is in the
milijoule range. Under the present conditions, the pulse duration is 60 fs FWHM and the period corresponding
to 810 nm is τ = λ/c = 2.7 fs. The number of cycles in one pulse at FWHM is approximately 22. The bandwidth
under these conditions is 24 nm as will be shown in section 3.4.

3.3 Streak camera detection
The output of a 200 mW Ti:Sa oscillator was fed into an optical fiber without focusing so that only a small
fraction of the beam was fed into the fiber. The 10 m long fiber has 400 μm in diameter. The pulse duration is
broadened due to group velocity dispersion (GVD) in the fiber.

The pulse maxima are located every 12.9 ns consistent with the oscilloscope results. There are small broader
features in the trace due to back-trace. These back trace images are produced when the sawtooth sweep is going
back to the initial position and there is a pulse present on the photo-cathode. Since the repetition rate of the
streak camera sweep module is much lower than 77.5 MHz, it is likely that pulses are recorded during back-trace.
The back-trace takes place at the fastest sweep speed; For this reason the back trace signals appear broader and
less intense.

The fastest sweep rate with the TSU-12 sweep unit is 330 ps/mm with 6.6 ns full sweep. The temporal
resolution of this unit is 50 ps. Gaussian curve fits were made for the profiles shown in figure 5. The first peak
has 232 ps FWHM, the second peak 347 ps FWHM and third peak yields a Gaussian FWHM of 261.9 ps. The
pulse width after the 10 m fiber is then around 260 ps. Due to the sensitivity of the streak photo-cathode we have
preferred to stretch the pulse in order to avoid unduly high intensities that could damage the photo-cathode.
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Figure 5: Streak camera time profile with 330 ps/mm sweep. Full sweep is only 6.6 ns and there should only be
one pulse within this time window. However, back-trace images are produced and it becomes more difficult to
know which is signal and which ones are back-trace.

Figure 6: Frequency resolved optical gating screen shot.

If the pulses were not stretched then we would see the instrument resolution since the pulses are much shorter
than the 50 ps resolution for this TSU-12 sweep unit.

3.4 Frequency resolved optical gating
A frequency resolved optical gating device‖ capable of measuring pulses in the 18-180 fs range was used to
characterize the oscillator pulses. This device has an appropriate time range in order to measure the pulse
widths as well as phase and pulse spatial chirp and front tilt. The device splits the input light beam in two parts
that are subsequently overlapped on a SHG crystal. A typical screen shot of the output is shown in figure 7.
The measured time FWHM is 61.2 fs, the spectral FWHM is 24 nm, time bandwidth product (TBP) 0.673 and
pulse front tilt is 11.44 fs/mm. All information is obtained from the raw time data monitor image. The abscissa
represents time whereas the ordinate represents frequency. Thus, vertical slices of this image show the frequency
spectra at different times, hence the name of the device.

‖Grenouille-8-20 from swamp optics
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Figure 7: Pulse duration and spectrum for different intra-cavity prism positions. 7a) is the time bandwidth
product; It is obtained from the product of the pulse duration 7b) and its corresponding bandwidth 7c).

In figure 7, a compendium of the frog readings are plotted as a function of the second intra-cavity prism
position. The minimum time bandwidth product achieved in the oscillator is 0.783 via prism positioning. TBP
can be further reduced via the intra-cavity slit optimization to 0.437.

The minimum pulse duration with the present setup is 60.4 fs. Under these conditions, the GVD introduced
by the Ti:Sa crystal is efficiently compensated by the pair of prisms. Nonetheless, there are third and higher
order dispersion effects that cannot be compensated with the setup and thus the resulting pulse duration.

Fourier transform theory establishes a minimum time bandwidth product depending on the pulse envelope:

�t �ν ≥ 0.441 Gaussian envelope
�t �ν ≥ 0.315 Hyperbolic secant envelope

This relationship between time and frequency in wave phenomena is translated in quantum mechanics into the
uncertainty relationships. For this reason, these inequalities are of paramount importance. In the present data,
the time duration and the frequency width are measured independently. From the product of these two values
the TBP is obtained.

It is extremely difficult to ascertain the shape of the pulse envelope from experimental observations with
the devices that we have at present. Thus, we can only roughly confirm the TBP Fourier limit. Since we are
measuring a TBP of 0.437 with slit optimization, it is likely that the pulse does not have Gaussian envelope. It
is widely accepted that the pulse envelope from a Ti:Sa oscillator is closer to a hyperbolic secant pulse envelope.
The present minimum TBP result is then consistent with this pulse envelope assumption.

4. CONCLUSIONS
A mode locked laser is an excellent laboratory to investigate the superposition of waves with different frequencies.
In the femtosecond regime, a Ti:Sa oscillator involves the superposition of 104 waves. The superposition of waves
with slightly different frequencies gives rise to sharp amplitude peaks in time only if there is a material that
performs the summation of the fields.
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The field’s energy is not redistributed in time as it is often assumed. If the field modes do not interact,
their energies add up according to 6. The individual mode energies are time independent in the complementary
fields approach without performing any average at all. The total complementary fields energy is then also time
independent. This picture corresponds to the average of incoherent superposition in the standard framework.
The persistence of these modes is important to understand the existence of frequency combs.

The field modes add up coherently within the active medium since the broadband medium interacts with all
the mode frequencies within the gain region. The medium then responds collectively to the coherent sum of all
the modes. When the modes are in phase, the resultant field is very large. The refractive index of the medium
increases and the Gaussian radial transverse profile produces a focusing effect.

Due to self focusing of the beam within the Ti:Sa crystal, the high intensity peaks experience higher gain
compared with the amplification experienced by the fields when the resultant field has low intensity. It is in this
nonlinear regime where the waves interact via the nonlinear medium. The medium’s stored energy comes from
the CW pump. This energy is released to the field in a higher proportion when the sum of the waves resultant is
high. That is, for high intensity the field is guided through the gain region due to the self focusing nonlinearity.
Conversely, when the sum of the fields resultant is low, a reduced amount of energy is released into the fields.
The energy stored in the crystal is thus preferentially delivered to the field at times where the intensity is high.
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